Abstract-In order to discover behavior patterns, current algorithms only analyze historical data in terms of performance data or fault events, ignoring the temporal correlation among different types of information, including the configuration changes. A method is presented that can discover recurrent patterns from multiple flows of events, such as alarms and configuration events, as well as discrete information, such as traffic and usage, taking into account static and dynamic information concerning observed objects and their environments. This method can filter out theoretically useless patterns, using a novel technique for detecting chaos in sequences of events. The prediction accuracy of the discovered patterns has been measured using objects with dynamic behavior controlled by known and complex differential equations. The proposed mining method has been used for discovering and predicting alarms in a computer network composed of several Internet servers taking into account the alarm and configuration events history, as well as static information about these servers.
I. INTRODUCTION

A
NETWORK produces large amounts of information, which must be analyzed and interpreted by experts and management applications for proactive and corrective management. Current algorithms analyze only historical data for predicting events. Previous research related to this field is the discovery of patterns of sequences [6] , [13] , and time series and statistical analysis [7] , [15] , [16] . Sequence pattern discovery methods are adapted to the analysis of unordered sets of examples. Basically, such data can be viewed as a sequence of events, where each event has an associated time of occurrence. When discovering episodes in a network alarm log, the aim is to find relationships between alarms. Such relationships can then be used in an analysis of the incoming alarm stream, e.g., to better explain the problem that causes alarms, to suppress redundant alarms, and to predict severe faults. In [15] and [16] , an intelligent agent in a node combines the changes in the statistical behavior of a specific set of management information base (MIB) variables to provide proactive alarms. The changes correspond to deviations in the auto regressive parameters of the MIB data. The specific set of MIB variables depends on the type of problem. The changes detected at the different protocol layers are then correlated so as to reflect the propagation of the Manuscript received March 8, 2001 ; revised December 20, 2001 . This work was supported in part by CICYT project FRESCO PB98-0937-C04, Spain.
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change through the protocol stack. This correlation information was then used to declare an alarm at the node level.
In order to discover patterns of behavior of systems for predicting events, temporal correlations should be made on alarms, performance information, and configuration events. Patterns should be easily interpreted and revised by users. On the other hand, if the dynamics of a system is recurrent, a learning algorithm should discover the behavior patterns. However, if the dynamics does not repeat anymore in the far future, that is, if there exists chaos in the information, prediction is impossible in the long-term [3] , [14] . That is, a learning algorithm should detect chaos in order to know the validity of the discovered patterns.
A method from the machine learning perspective is proposed for analyzing the behavior of several objects and their environments. The purpose of this method is to learn understandable patterns for predicting time intervals of occurrence of future events. Continuous variables are converted into events in order to apply the same temporal correlation processes. This method, called managed objects behavior patterns learning (MOBPL) , may be used to predict alarms, high or low traffic events, performance degradation, and high or low billing events. It may be applied to proactive fault management, traffic proactive management, or even customer usage behavior analysis, among other fields.
Current algorithms on sequence, machine learning, time series and statistical analysis do not take into account that the static information of the observed system and its environment may influence the behavior of the observed system. Neither do any method analyzes the influence that a changing environment has on the sequence of events of systems as time passes by. These considerations are fundamental for our method.
The purpose of our method is mainly to learn knowledge in a multivariate way for predicting the time of occurrence of future events. The theory underlying the main components of MOBPL comes from a machine learning method called behavior pattern learning (BPL), [11] , [12] . MOBPL has been validated predicting short and midterm events of a system whose behavior is described using differential equations. This paper also presents an application to the field of fault management.
II. OVERVIEW
In order to analyze the possible consequences of an event, the following natural assumptions are made: an event could be a consequence of some temporal correlation of past events, static characteristics of the observed system, and static characteristics of the environment; on the other hand, an event could have an effect in the future for a limited period of time. Because of the above, two managed objects in the same state situated in two different environment conditions behave differently. For this reason this method also learns from events and static information of the environment. The event history of a system is not enough to predict future events. Fig. 1 shows the three processes of MOBPL. The first one is the summarization of situation behaviors. A situation is made up of a managed object and its environment. Both are characterized by dynamic attributes and static attributes. This mining process analyzes several sequences of events due to changes in dynamic attributes. The events are received through the event-handling services (i.e., OSI-MS event forwarding discriminators (EFDs) [4] ). This mining process also collects static information by consulting the static attributes of objects using consultation commands (i.e., SNMP/CMIP GET commands for standardized MIB, or IDL/SQL queries for nonstandardized management databases). All this static and dynamic information of a situation is summarized at specific times. Each summary, called behavior summary, will have a numeric class that is the temporal distance from the moment of the summary to the occurrence of a target event. Since simple network management protocol (SNMP) does not follow the classic object-oriented representation paradigm, the term attribute corresponds to a SNMP object. Therefore, whenever this document mentions the static attributes of a managed object, they may be interpreted as managed SNMP objects.
The second process is the learning of patterns. Behavior summaries generated by the previous process are taken as learning examples to apply a machine learning algorithm to generate sets of patterns. The resulting set of patterns is described as a tree, called behavior trees. For predicting a (target) event, a behavior tree is generated. In a behavior tree, every pattern (rule) shows the preconditions (static and dynamic) to occur a target event, the next expected time interval of occurrence and the statistical support of the pattern.
The third process is called the prediction of events. This process receives summaries of a situation and applies the best-suited pattern to predict an event. Since there might be several target events to be predicted, then a summary of a situation might simultaneously fire several behavior trees and several predicted target events may arise with different statistical support and prediction intervals. It is interesting to note that as soon as new events arrive, new behavior summaries are constructed, therefore, new predictions are made, updating previous predictions. Fig. 2 illustrates a small part of a behavior tree for predicting the most probable interval during which an hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) service is expected to fail in a server. Fig. 2 shows that IF the operating system is Linux AND the duration of the available memory in the band "5%-12%" is from one to ten minutes, and the number of times the CPU utilization has reached its maximum "90%-100%" is from one to four in the last five minutes, then a Failure "Service Degradation TypeA" is expected in 8 to 25 minutes. The support of this prediction is 0.4%. If the number of times the CPU has reached its maximum is from 5 to 16 in the last five minutes, then a "Service Degradation = TypeA" is expected in two to nine minutes.
After this informal description, in Section III, we explain the basic concepts used in the paper. Section IV describes the algorithms for the first process, summarization of situation behavior, Section V the algorithms for carrying out the learning of patterns process, and Section VI the algorithm for the event prediction process. In Section VII, we present two problems; an artificial one for measuring accuracy in a controlled experiment, and another for predicting alarms in a computer network. This section also explains the implementation issues. Section VIII presents the conclusions.
III. BASIC CONCEPTS
Before explaining the machine learning algorithms, we need to define the data objects involved.
A. Situation
A situation is composed of the Managed Object and its environment. In general, we will have a group of situations that we identify from now on with positive integers:
understanding that for each we have the observed system , and its environment . We point out that our method analyzes several situations. There is no interaction between the different situations. In other words, a variable may affect other variables of the same situation, but does not affect the variables of other situations; however, the learnt knowledge is generic.
A situation object has the set of managed object static attributes and management object dynamic attributes:
. A situation also has the set of environment static attributes and environment dynamic attributes of the environment objects. Every managed object and its environment objects generate events.
B. Events
This section will define the types of events from a more abstract point of view.
1) Possible Events:
A possible event is a pair (dynamic attribute, value) of the system as well as of the environment:
, indicates that the dynamic attribute , takes the value . We define the universe of possible events, , as the union of the two universes corresponding to a system and to its environment, that is:
.
2) Events:
The observed events describe the changes observed in an instant time and a situation sit. The observed events will be generically called events. An observed event will be characterized only by:
-sit (situation index) -"Managedobject or environment" to refer to the managed object or its environment) -(a possible event) -time (indicating the instant in which the attribute changes its value ).
C. Target Events (TEs)
A target event tarEv is a possible event of the managed object whose occurrence is to be predicted. We define TE as the set of target events specified by the user.
D. Events Associated to Target Events
We say that the possible event possEv is associated to a target event tarEv if asocEv may cause tarEv in the future. Therefore, for tarEv tarEv we have sets of associated events ASOCEV ASOCEV . The universe of associated events is the union of these sets:
ASOCEV .
E. Latency Window
For each pair (target event tarEv, associated event asocEv), we define their latency window LW (tarEv, asocEv) as time window in which the target event tarEv may happen as a consequence of the occurrence of asocEv. Although users may set the latency windows according to their knowledge about the problem, our method may heuristically calculate the latency windows. It takes temporal distances between associated events and their next target event, and calculates the media and standard deviation . Thus, tarEv asocEv where is the latency window expansion factor set by the user. Section VII-A uses this facility.
F. Calculated Attributes
Let us suppose that we receive events from a situation over time and we want to summarize that situation at a time . With this purpose, we need to create new attributes. These new attributes are called calculated attributes of an associated type of event. Repetition, which is the number of repetitions of events of that type; duration, which is the temporal distance to the last event of that type whose value is valid at ; and oldness which is the temporal distance to the last event of that type whose value is not valid at . In our model, we consider these calculated attributes as fundamental, however, the calculated attributes could support any function calculated on events.
G. Behavior Summaries
A behavior summary behSum is the description of a situation in an instant of time. A situation is determined in terms of the characteristics of an observed system and its environment at the present time, and characteristics relative to past and future events: -Present: Attributes of a system and its environment. ASOCEVi , and -the numeric class: the temporalDistance(behSum) to the target event tarEv. If a summary is built at time and, later on, the target event tarEv takes place at , then the numeric class is: . A behavior summary is constructed gradually. The state of construction is defined by the state of the behavior summary with domain "scheduled," "updated-not-labeled," "labeled," "chaotic," and "nonchaotic"). State "Scheduled" indicates that the behavior summary has been scheduled but not filled. The state "updated-not-labeled" means that all attributes of the corresponding behavior summary have been updated. The state "labeled" indicates that the target event targetEvent(behSum) has arrived and, therefore, the distance_tarEv is filled with the distance from the target event to the constructionTime(behSum). The state "nonchaotic" indicates that the behSum comes from a nonchaotic interval. The state "chaotic" indicates that behSum comes from a chaotic interval and it will be ignored for patterns learning (see Section VII-A for details).
IV. PROCESS OF SUMMARIZATION OF SITUATION BEHAVIORS
This process analyzes incoming events and constructs behavior summaries of situations. Once a behavior summary is fully filled, it is sent to a log. This BehSumLog will receive all those behSum whose "labeled," that is, with the distance from constructionTime(behSum) to a target event is being recorded in the temporalDistance(behSum). Fig. 3 illustrates the way our method monitors the consequences of eventX: scheduling the construction of several Behavior Summaries in the future during its latency window This latency window is the period during which eventX is supposed to affect the future. Fig. 3 also shows that target eventY occurs within the latency window of eventX. Behavior summary behSum , will register the temporal distance from its construction time to the time of the next target eventY, which is . The temporal distances of behSum and behSum will be: and , respectively. On the other hand, behSum will be labeled depending on the next occurrence of target eventY. If the next target eventY occurs very far in the future, behSum will have as a label a special symbol, called itDidNotOccur, registered in the behavior summary as a negative constant. Our method may include other new attributes, such as the duration of past distances, or distance from past repetitions, or binary information about a specific order of events; however, we consider , duration, and oldness as fundamental. Fig. 4 shows the algorithm for constructing behavior summaries. As it was mentioned above, is the set of target events defined by the user and NumObservations the number of behavior summaries to be scheduled for each associated event.
We define MultiScheduleBehSum (sit, time, asocEv, NumObservations, tarEv) as the procedure that schedules a number NumObservations of behavior summaries during an interval of length latency window (see Fig. 3 ) for every target event.
We define MultiUpdateBehSum (sit, , tarEv) as the procedure that fills dynamic and calculated attributes of nonlabeled behavior summaries as soon as an event arrives.
We define MultiLabelBehSum (sit, tarEv) as the procedure that fires when a target event tarEv has arrived. This procedure labels the scheduled behSum whose construction-
Time(behSum)
time of occurrence of tarEv with: time of occurrence of tarEv . Note that as soon as a behSum is filled with the attribute information (updated-not-labeled), it is sent for prediction. And as soon as a behSum is completely filled (labeled) it is sent to the BehSumlog for learning.
As the purpose of this paper is to show the main algorithms for MIB mining, we also present the functional model to clarify the concepts and the algorithms. The object-oriented design took into account the existence of EFD objects [4] , [5] . Since we did implement simpler versions EFD we called simply Event Forwarders. Fig. 5 shows the main notifications and actions among objects related to the summarization of situation behavior. At the left of the figure, we see the managed object and its environment objects notifying its events. These objects are consulted by the corresponding instance SituationBehaviorSummarizer created by the user with the purpose of collecting static attribute values and receiving events; therefore, a SituationBehaviorSummarizer keeps the name of the only managed object and its environment object. It also has the lists of static and dynamic attributes to consult. Each one of the TargetTasks objects (upper-right part of the Fig. 5 ) has the following attributes about a targetEvent and information about a specific task associated to the targetEvent: Attribute and value; scheduling mask for activating patterns learning process (see Section V); reference of behavior tree constructed for that target event; expected administrative states of main functional objects. Once a SituationBehaviorSummarizer receives information about a target event, it starts analyzing incoming events and constructing behavior summaries associated to a target event.
Behavior summaries are sent to BehSumLog the log of behavior summaries.
V. PROCESS OF LEARNING OF PATTERNS
The prediction pattern learner objects perform the discovery of patterns from the BehaviorSummary log. Patterns are constructed once an ActivationAction has been received from a TargetTask object.
Having received the activation message, the first task of the algorithm shown in Fig. 6 is to search on BehSumLog for nonlabeled behSum and whose target event is tarEv. The resulting behSum's are passed through a filtering function. It measures chaos in subsets of behSum's using a procedure summarized in Section VII-A-1. Chaos theory establishes that chaotic behavior is impossible to predict in the long term, therefore, it is useless for pattern learning.
We define DiscardChaoticBehSum (BehSumSet) as the procedure that filters behSum's. This function uses the "divergent growth learning" property of chaos demonstrated in [12] and summarized in Section VII-A-1. This function changes the state of chaotic behSum's to "chaotic" and ignores them for learning.
We define Regression (BehSumSet, ) regTree as the function that grows a regression tree that predicts the numeric class, that is, the th attribute, which is distance tarEv . Regression trees are used when learning a relation between variables and a continuous class. Inner nodes are labeled with a test on the value of a variable, and their leaves are labeled with a function prescribing a value to the class. A regression tree actually implements a function of continuous or discrete variables. The experimentation in Section VII uses EGR [10] as a regression tree construction algorithm. EGR grows shorter regression trees than classic CART [1] and uses background knowledge in terms of taxonomies and costs associated to attributes in a similar way to EG2 induction method [9] .
We define Refine (regTree) behTree as the function that refines a regression tree into a behavior tree. This function adds information about the latency windows to inner nodes of the tree and also to the leaves. Fig. 7 shows the main notifications and actions among objects related to the PredictionPatternLearner. Depending on the scheduling mask in the TargetTasks object, the PredictionPatternLearner is activated for a new learning process. This object queries the BehSumlog and creates/sets the corresponding BehaviorTree object. Remember, that there is a BehaviorTree for each target event, and, consequently, for each target task.
VI. PREDICTION OF EVENTS
As it was mentioned above, the SituationBehaviorSummarizer receives events and constructs several behavior summaries, one for each target event tarEv . For each behavior summary behSum, whose state(behSum) is "Updated-not-labeled" and targetEvent(behSum) tarEv it sends a message to Behavior Tree to make it predict the targetEvent(behSum) be tarEv .
The corresponding behavior tree offers a service that is to make the tree check the predicates (nodes) with the attribute-value of behavior summaries, as explained in Section IV. Depending on the value it goes down toward other deeper node. This procedure continues until a leaf is found. The information found in the leave is sent as a prediction. Fig. 8 shows the algorithm that controls the application of the learnt pattern for predicting events. The main service of behavior tree is to drop the behSum down the behavior tree. It sends the information in the found leaf as a notification. This information includes expected interval of occurrence, and the statistical support. It also includes the attribute and value that specifies that target event. Fig. 8 shows this function. Fig. 9 shows the main notifications and actions among objects related to the prediction of target events. At the left of the figure, we see the managed object and its environment objects notifying its events. An instance of SituationBehaviorSummarizer associated to a situation collects static and dynamic information of managed and environment objects as explained in Section IV. When an updated-not-labeled behSum is available, it is sent with the action PredictEvent to the corresponding BehaviorTree. Fig. 9 also shows several instances behavior tree created by the patterns learning process.
VII. EXPERIMENTATION
In this section, we describe the experiments for validating and applying the proposed MOBPL method and present the results. In Section VII-A1, we empirically validated predicting method using managed objects with dynamic behavior controlled by known and complex differential equations. In Section VII-A2, we apply the whole process to another artificial problem to measure the accuracy when the behavior of managed object becomes alternatively from nonchaotic to chaotic. Section VII-B uses the implemented system to predict alarms in a computer network.
A. Validating Prediction Model
In order to validate our prediction model, we used an artificial complex problem in which variables are correlated and show complex behaviors. The correlation between the variables is governed by known laws, so the prediction of events might be compared with the real future events.
1) Problem Design: Differential equations is a mechanism used by scientists to model dynamical systems. Although real problems are even more complex, analyzing artificial dynamical systems behavior may prepare us to deal with many domains. Some of the complex dynamical systems show a chaotic behavior. That is, short-term predictions may be made, but it is impossible to make long-term predictions of chaotic behaviors (weather, stock market, being the most popular problems).
In network management, we have many chaotic problems. An example is shown in Fig. 10 . Let us suppose we have a router that has two paths to get router D. An online routing algorithm in (the governing laws) may send traffic to D throw the most convenient path at that time (i.e., the least delay). Since network conditions change, S may have to distribute the traffic accordingly to make the best use of the network infrastructure. Briefly, if traffic through path1 is very high at instant , then the most of traffic is sent through path2 at . An external observer may discover valid patterns, correlations, between both traffics to make short-term predictions, due to routing algorithms, however, is impossible to make long-term predictions, because network conditions and user demands are unknown. This prediction profile is typical in chaotic behaviors [3] , [14] . In order to validate our model, let us suppose that traffic1 and traffic2 are produced accordingly to the functions and . Let us suppose and are correlated using the following differential equation: (1) This equation, called forced duffing equation, was proposed in [8] to model an unstable physical system. In specific conditions, and are chaotic. For example, for 0.8 and 1.10, these variables are chaotic. Let us normalize and so that, both functions fluctuate around an unstable position and as shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (b). Our purpose is learning patterns in order to predict the occurrence of specific values of Traffic1, an attribute of managed object Link1. In order to estimate the prediction error we will compare our prediction with the right answer obtained by the equation (1) . Fig. 11(a) shows a chaotic behavior of , say Traffic1 according to (1) when . Fig. 11(b) shows a nonchaotic behavior of , when . The right parts of Fig. 11 We had to translate and into events, in order to be analyzed by MOBPL. We applied the qualitative discretization procedure illustrated in the Fig. 12 . Fig. 12 shows a continuous variable that goes through 10 zones. If the variable reaches a local maximum in a zone , then an event is generated, indicated with the capital letter of the zone. If the variable reaches a local minimum in a zone then an event is generated, indicated with the lower letter of the zone. Thus, there are 20 associated event types ' ' ' '. The purpose of the experiment 1 and 2 is to discover short and midterm patterns. We selected a frequent event type as short-term target event. This event type was . We selected , a less frequent event type, as mid-term target event.
For measuring the error we used consecutive sets of labeled behavior summaries for learning and other sets of not-labeled behaviors summaries for testing. To estimate error, we use the relative mean square error (RMSE), a typical measure used in regression. Good RMSEs obtained by regression algorithms for typical problems fall below 0.3.
2) Experiment 1-Testing Short and Midterm Prediction Patterns in the Future:
We selected behavior expressed by equation (1) because its shows a chaotic behavior. Our system was feed with events from the interval [0, 1000] minutes. It generated behaviors summaries and generated two behavior trees, one for predicting short-term event and another for predicting midterm event . In this experiment, our method generated a behavior tree with 459 leaves for predicting the short-term event and 102 for predicting the mid-term event. For this experiment, we did not use the discardChaoticBehSum function (see Section IV), therefore, every discovered pattern was kept for testing. Then we start predicting from minute 1001. Our method was very accurate during the first 10% of the events, the interval [1001, 1100] minutes. Its error was as low as 0.03 for short-term event and 0.056 for the mid-term event. We tested manually the same experiment by observing the event log, and using the behavior tree as an oracle. It never failed! The average depth of the tree to predict short-term events was 5.53.
We tested the short-term pattern in far intervals. The prediction error increased dramatically. Table I shows that error increases from 0.03 to up to 2.78 at the interval [4000, 4500] minutes. These results are not due to a low predictive capacity of our approach. It was due to chaos theory, which establishes that chaotic behavior is impossible to be predicted in the far future [3] , [14] . This is due to the fact that a large chaotic behavior interval will never repeated in the future. Automatic temporal learning systems should detect chaos in order to know the validity of the discovered patterns. It means that patterns obtained from a chaotic time interval are useless, because this time interval will never repeated exactly the same. But how can we detect chaos? Current chaos theory has methods to detect chaos from time series, like Lyapunov exponents, fractal dimensions [3] but not for flows of events. In [12] , an approach is proposed to detect chaos in subsets of behSum's. Briefly, we found out that the number of new patterns learnt from a chaotic situation increased continuously. We called this chaos property as "divergent growth learning." In order to conclude that a zone is chaotic, the system must be observed for a large time interval. We do not have the theory available yet to calculate the length of this observation. Therefore, we applied an heuristic in the function DiscardChaoticBehSum: the minimum observation time for detecting chaos is:
LatencyWindow tarEv asocEv . The experiment 2 uses the DiscardChaoticBehSum function.
3) Experiment 2-Building a Limited Prediction Model From Nonchaotic and Chaotic Behaviors:
The purpose of experiment 2 is to build a prediction model from behavior that changes from nonchaotic to chaotic. In order to discover patterns for predicting short-term target events for this experiment, we construct a situation and composed of different temporal intervals: four nonchaotic and one chaotic. The nonchaotic behavior learning interval is obtained by setting to 0.6, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.0. The chaotic behavior learning interval is obtained by setting . MOBPL learnt a behavior tree with 620 leaves (rules). In order to estimate the error of the discovered behavior tree, we tested it using a new situation composed of three different nonchaotic behaviors ( 0.65, 0.75, 0.95) and a chaotic one (1.10). Table II shows that while the behavior tree is being used for testing with nonchaotic intervals the RMSError remains below 0.10. The last row of Table II confirms Chaos Theory regarding the impossibility of predicting a new chaotic behavior. 
B. Predicting Faulty Behavior in a Computer Network
"The event viewer" is one of the available tools for managers of Internet services on Windows NT servers for reviewing configuration events and alarms. This tool examines three event logs on each server: system log, security log, and application log. The system log shows system problems, such as drivers or services failing to load at system startup. The security log shows log-on events to a resource. The application log shows information about the status of applications. SMTP, POP3, and HTTP services write their configuration changes and service alarms to these logs. Events for the system and application logs fall into one of three categories: error, warning, and information. Error events are alarms that show the most serious problems. Warning events identify a possible problem, such as incorrect configuration settings. Informational events will show when configuration changes have been made. The source of an event may be a service, a device driver, or an application that wrote the event to the log. Administrators use to review event logs to investigate potential problems and solve them before they affect users.
We have used MOBPL for predicting five types of events: three errors (alarms) from three services called W3svc, SMTPsvc, and Netlogon, and two warning messages from two different sources called SRV and ATAPI. We collected events from four servers. For each server we took into account the system and the application logs. The considered static information was related to the software infrastructure: Internet services and database services supported. These systems support Mail, HTTP, FTP, and authentication services. One of them also supported a database service.
We configured MOBPL with four situations, that is, a situation for each server. Each situation was composed of a managed object (a server), and three environment objects (the three remaining servers). We also informed MOBPL of the possible events to take into account in terms of: [Object, attribute, value] . From these possible events, we selected the five target events mentioned above. We had an expert available who estimated in detail every latency window. In other words, we wanted MOBPL to construct behavior summaries from the gathered events of each situation, and to send these summaries to a single behavior summary log (BehSumlog). Since we selected five target events, we wanted MOBPL to generate five behavior trees, that is, five sets of rules: each set of rules for predicting a single target event. We made MOBPL receive events, with a normalized format [situation, object, attribute, value, time], collected during ten months of administration. We also configured MOBPL to know the location of the static information related to every situation.
The purpose of this experiment was to the discover predicting rules and to measure the RMSError of MOBPL predictions in a real problem. We configured MOBPL to take the oldest 70% of consecutive gathered events for discovering the five sets of predicting rules. The most recent 30% was not taken into account in the discovery process; these unseen events were used by MOBPL for measuring the predictive capability of the predicting rules, in terms of the RMSError. If the RMSError measured by MOBPL for a set of rules is greater than 0.3, we do not recommend that set of rules for prediction. In our experiments, the best error estimation was 0.07 and the worst one was 1.8 with the latency windows recommended by our expert. MOBPL found that only two target events were satisfactorily predictable with the RMSError lower than 0.3. These were the alarm related to the service W3svc (error code 14) and the alarm related to the Netlogon service (error code 2114). We also found that the RMSErrors of warning-type target events were very high (0.9 and 1.8).
Regarding the alarm of the W3svc service, Table III shows a partial list of the 34 behavior predicting rules discovered by MOBPL. These rules are usually obtained reading the corresponding tree from the root node to each leaf. The discovered rules are applicable to any of the four servers, because these rules were learnt from the common behavior summary log. The prediction rule A of Table III says: "IF the errorCode6005 of the service WntEventLog was generated [50 to 65] s ago, AND only one error5721 of the Netlogon service was generated in the last 720 s, THEN the errorCode14 of the service W3svc will probably be generated in [90; 129] s"; Support: 2.7%. The time interval "720 s" mentioned in the first condition is simply the latency window associated to the event of the condition and the target event. Note that the rule E has special antecedent and consequent: "IF the errorCode6005 of the service WntEventLog has NOT been generated during the last 1200 s, THEN the errorCode14 of service W3svc will probably NOT be generated during the next 600 s." Support of the rule 22%, the largest support among all rules. MOBPL rules are understandable by user. This is important for administrators, not only to make MOBPL inform on possible future alarms, but also to keep track of and learn from the continuous knowledge enrichment of the discovered rules as time passes by.
Regarding another set of rules that yielded satisfactory predicting results, Fig. 13 shows the estimated RMSError for predicting the target alarm Netlogon, errorCode 2114, versus a variation of the average of latency windows. MOBPL generated 52 behavior rules. The lowest error (0.07) was obtained with latency windows twice the size of the ones given by the expert. Fig. 13 also shows that very small latency windows reflects higher RMSError estimation, because the true causes of alarm Netlogon occurred before these windows and, therefore, these causes could not be detected. On the other hand, very large latency windows considers many conditions not related to the problem, which also reflects higher RMSError estimation. Although MOBPL uses EGR [10] as the regression method (Line 1), we also experimented with the Cubist tool (Line 2) as the regression method of MOBPL. EGR and Cubist produced similar results. EGR provided slightly lower error for better defined latency windows.
It was surprising that 48% of behavior rules has a "will probably not happen" value as a consequent. These rules describe the preconditions for predicting that a target event will probably not take place in the near future. We realized that these rules were very useful for being more specific in the prediction. For example, if we say that target event will probably occur in [25-30] minutes and target event will not occur in [320 ] minutes, we are giving more information.
MOBPL was used not only to discover predicting rules in this experiment, but to know which target events were not satisfactorily predictable according to our theory. A future line of research may be to understand and handle better the reasons that affect predictability (e.g., not enough cases, chaos, unknown information, etc.), in order to design better discovery methods and/or prepare the problem domain to facilitate predictability.
C. Implementation
The PredictionPatternLearner Agent was developed in C and Java. The rest of the agents and the CORBA clients were developed in Java. Our internal environment was CORBA. This provided a Graphical User Interface to the user in order to perform the MIB mining management tasks. We have implemented our agents as computational entities with CMIS-like IDL interfaces that allow the implementation of larger functional models, which can be extended to future needs. We ran MOBPL on a Windows NT, Pentium III, 650 MHz, 64 MB RAM machine.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a prediction method, from the machine learning field, which has proved to be a valuable tool for predicting short-term as well as midterm target events when patterns exist. Discovered patterns were represented in terms of behavior trees, which are easily interpreted. The validation of this method was carried out by learning and testing behavior trees in controlled complex and known behavior. The results have shown that errors were below 0.10.
Any temporal automatic learning system should detect chaos in order to know the validity of the discovered patterns. This means that patterns obtained from a chaotic time interval are useless, because that time interval will never repeat in exactly the same way. Our method detects chaos using a novel approach, which allows the filtering of patterns coming from chaotic intervals.
Human intelligence uses learnt knowledge about cause-effect for everyday predictions about the physical world, regarding the behavior of devices and the people around us. This is part of our common sense. It is a challenging task to have these commonsense facilities within our management systems. These will become everyday tools for future network and service managers.
